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This is packaging debris and items stolen from rail cars littering train tracks near the Union Pacific Lincoln 
Heights rail yard in Los Angeles last Sunday (1/15).  It was the lead photo in the Fox Primetime interview by 
Pete Hegseth of Victor Davis Hanson yesterday evening (1/18).

The photo was followed by this quote by a UP representative to the criminally woke Los Angeles District 
Attorney George Gascon:
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I could not encourage you more to watch VDH’s denunciation of what Woke Democrats are doing to our 
country.  There is no transcript published yet, so below are some of his key quotes.  Every patriot in America 
needs to watch, listen, and read the wisdom of his words.

x

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwaB4pWzON4

“It’s all unwinding. When you look at those train tracks and that trash, you say this is not a third-world country, 
but it is.”

“Academics … call this ‘systems collapse,’ where all of a sudden a successful society suddenly doesn’t follow 
its tradition and rules and things happen that people cannot believe, such as empty shelves or you’re not able to 
buy meat or you go to fill up your car, and it’s a hundred dollars … or people getting shot in the street … And 
all of these things start to unwind the society. So the point is that it can’t continue.”

“We fear the government and so the government’s lost credibility, morality, and we’ve got to restore it by all of 
these DA’s [re-starting to] prosecute crimes. You have to be arrested. You have to be indicted if you’re guilty. 
You have to serve your time to regain confidence and make it safe to be a human again,” Hanson said. “When 
you look at the career of a Fauci, a Milley, …a Comey, a McCabe … These aren’t the people that we trust.”

“I think finally, we really have to redefine this whole woke ideology. We think it’s kind of cute or it’s 
incompetent or it’s left-wing or it’s Marxist. [But] it’s cruel, it’s mean. It tells you, me, every citizen: If you get 
hurt, you get shot, we’re not going to worry about you. And the person who did that to you is probably going to 
be out without bail or not prosecuted for an earlier crime. It tells a young child: you in the present are going to 
learn good racism because there was bad racism in the past. It tells the old guy that is 68 like me, if you need 
treatment, you may be the wrong color – you wait in line.”

“It’s a very evil ideology because it’s cruel. It’s mean-spirited. And we haven’t talked about that. But that’s 
what it is and it won’t end until the people start identifying it like that … It’s cruelty because it has a history 
throughout the centuries, and it doesn’t end well.”
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